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A Tally on Points to Observe in Aerial Erection. 
By R. D. BARGAY. 

SOMETIMES wonder how many receiving sets could 
be made and bought out of the time and money 
needlessly expended on aerials. I shâulcl not like to 

hazard a definite guess, but I am sure that the figures,. if 
they could be ascertained, would surprise most people. 
Assuming that we have limited facilities in the way of 
valves, the efficiency or otherwise of an aerial may make 
all the difference between strong signals which can be 
listened to with comfort and weak signals which require 
one's concentrated attention to hear, but the necessary 
efficiency can usually he obtained in a very simple way. 
the principal features that matter in any receiving aerial 
are efficiency, appearance and safety, and it is with clue 
regard to these points that the following notes are 
compiled. - 

What Form Shall the Aerial Take ? 

The first point to consider is the actual form of the 
aerial. In the matter of length, one has usually not a 
great deal of choice. The Post Office regulations stipu- 
late that the size of receiving aerials must not be more 
than rooft., and this is a convenient size to work to for 
broadcast reception. This length is measured along the 
wire itself from the point where it enters the building 
to the insulated end or ends. We say " or ends " 
because the aerial may fork into two or more wires at 
some point along its length, as for example i ,a T aerial. 
The measurement is then taken to one or other of its 
extremities. (See Figs. x and 2.) 

For all ordinary receiving purposes, an aerial wire 
tooft. long is ample, and no advantage is gained by 
going beyond this length. In fact, it may quite easily 
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be a disadvantage to do so. The reason for this is that . 

the longer the aerial wire, the longer is its natural wave 
length. If this is much greater than the wave length to 
be received, it is difficult to compensate for the dis- 
crepancy in the aerial tuning circuit of the receiver. To 
do so it is necessary to use a very small condenser in series 
:with the aerial, which is difficult to adjust accurately and 
introduces a considerable amount of high frequency resist- 
ance with a corresponding loss of signal strength. The 
natural wavelength of a single -wire rooft. aerial will 
vary from place to place, but is approximately T 5 metres. 
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If the wavelength to be received is about 300 or 4.00 
metres, the difference is just about the right amount to 
allow for the tuning inductance and coupling coils of the 
receiver (a single -circuit receiver requires a considerable 
amount of inductance to obtain efficient rectification) so 
that the aerial condenser can be short-circuited and the 
losses in it avoided.. This is more important in the case 
of a crystal receiver than with a valve, because in the 
latter case the losses in the aerial can he made good to a 
large extent by the use of reaction. 

As regards the shape of the aerial, there is a great deal 
of variety, but undoubtedly in the large majority of cases 
the single -wire aerial is by far the most convenient and. 
for ordinary purposes of broadcast reception, is every 
bit as efficient as the multi -wire aerial provided approsi- 
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